
ZORAM  MEDICAL COLLEGE 
Examination for recruitment to the post of Laboratory Technician 

General English         Full marks - 100 
               PART A    Time: 3 hours 

 (To be answered in the provided answer booklet) 
Write an essay on any 1 (one) of the given topics : 20 marks  

1. Reforming Healthcare system in Mizoram 
2. Social media and politics 
3. People depend on Government for their existence. Comment. 

 
PART B 

(To be answered in the OMR sheet provided) 
Q. 1 – 6 Read the passage carefully and answer the questions that follow: 6x2=12  
 Some call it the "Hermit Kingdom." It is a place where the outside world has been walled off. 
American pop music is illegal here and you can get executed for watching soap operas. This is not a make-
believe world in a science fiction novel. It's a 46,000 square mile nation hanging off the east coast of China. 
It is one of the poorest nations in the world and it is armed with nuclear weapons. It is North Korea. 
Immediately to the south lies a nation with one of the world's richest economies. About one-third of all 
phones and TVs are made here. The people of this nation are among the world's most educated. 
Unemployment is low, job security is high, and workers in this nation enjoy the highest salaries in Asia. It is 
South Korea. The people of this nation share origins with their northern neighbour, but they have since grown 
far apart and the two nations have technically been at war since 1950. 
 After the war, South Korea was one of the poorest nations in the world. The country did not have a 
lot of natural resources to sell, but they did have many hardworking people. During the 1960s, the country 
began manufacturing labor-intensive products. Selling these products to people in other nations made South 
Korea rich. They now have one of the largest and most thriving economies in the world. As of 2012, the 
average South Korean citizen makes close to 19 lakh in Indian Rupees a year. Adversely, the economy of 
North Korea is dramatically different. They promote an idea of self-reliance that they call Juche. Under this 
idea, they do little to no trading with other nations. Up until the 1980s, they received large cash infusions 
from China and the Soviet Union. But the Soviet Union fell apart in the 80s and without the Soviet 
contributions, North Korea entered a long period of famine that lasted through the 90s. Food was hard to 
come by and some estimate that millions of people starved to death.  
 Some day Korea may be unified again. It seems unlikely now, but stranger things have happened. 
Yet, even if they did unify, how could these very different societies acclimate to one another? They have 
grown in different directions. One country is among the wealthiest, the other amongst the poorest. The 
average North Korean male is estimated to be five-inches shorter than a South Korean (some suspect because 
of malnutrition). With such big differences, will they ever be able to see eye to eye?   
1. Which term best describes South Korea based on information from the text? 

A. capitalist  B. communist  C. socialist  D. totalitarian 
2. Based on the author's tone and viewpoint, which person would most likely disagree with the 

conclusions drawn in this text? 
A. An American businessman  B. A South Korean businessman 
C. A North Korean politician    D. A South Korean politician 

3. Which statement best expresses the main idea about South Korea in the 2nd paragraph? 
A. South Korea was a very poor nation in 1960. 
B. South Korea makes a lot of money by trading natural resources. 
C. South Korea had a remarkable economic turnaround. 
D. South Korea produces many electronic products. 

4. Which statement best describes the results of the Korean War? 
A. The South Koreans gained a lot of ground after winning the war. 
B. The North Koreans benefitted tremendously from the war. 
C. The Korean War led to the formation of South Korea. 
D. Both sides lost many people and got little to show for it. 

5. Which best defines the word famine as it is used in the eighth paragraph? 
A. A period of time when food is scarce 
B. A period of time when it is hard to get laborers 
C. A period of time when the government is going through a transition 
D. A period of time when a country does not have a leader 

6. Which best explains why so many North Koreans starved during the 1990s? 
A. The North Koreans had just recently lost the Korean War. 
B. The North Koreans were abandoned by their allies in the U.S. 
C. North Korea became a capitalist country. 
D. The Soviet Union stopped supporting North Korea. 

Q. CODE : 211 



Q. 7 – 22 Read the following sentences carefully and choose the word/phrase nearest in meaning to 
each of the given words or phrases: 16x1=16 
7. At sixes and sevens 

A. struggle  B. in disorder  C. orderly   D. rising 
8. To cry wolf 

A. to give false alarm     B. to listen attentively   
C. to embrace others’ opinions   D. to avoid others’ opinions 

9. In high spirits. 
A. anxious  B. cheerful  C. doleful   D. sad 

10. To crow over 
A. to ridicule   B. to laugh at  C. to triumph over  D. to defend 

11. See eye to eye 
A. cautious  B. watchful  C. looking together  D. in agreement 

12. At cross-purposes 
A. misunderstand each other   B. deceiving each other 
C. cheating one another   D. betraying one another 

13. Ended in smoke 
A. impossible  B. heated discussion  C. burnt up  D. came to nothing 

14. Gall and wormwood 
A. favourable  B. hateful  C. loving   D. artistic 

15. At issue 
A. a child  B. discussion  C. in dispute  D. be agreeable 

16. Back up 
A. support  B. move away  C. move up  D. advance 

17. To pick holes 
A. to criticise others B. to destroy something C. to run away  D. to be devastated 

18. Leave no stone unturned 
A. do nothing  B. accept fate  C. use all available means D. remove the stone 

19. To keep on 
A. to continue  B. to hesitate  C. to not let go of  D.to stay put 

20. Off and on 
A. regularly  B. occasionally C.  never  D. Daily 

21. Carry out 
A. put out  B. emit   C. execute  D. determine 

22. To fall back 
A. to retreat  B. to proclaim  C. to attack  D. to escape 

Q 23 – 32 Choose the correct parts of speech for the italicized word in each sentence:    (10x1=10) 
23. What did she ask you to do? 

A. verb  B. pronoun  C. noun   D. adjective 
24. If you finish your work quickly, you can watch TV. 

A. adverb  B. adjective  C. conjunction  D. pronoun 
25. On Saturdays, I work from ten to three  

A. conjunction  B. preposition  C. adverb  D. adjective 
26. I want to go to university in the UK. 

A. adjective  B. noun  C. preposition  D. adverb 
27. We knocked on the door but no one answered. 

A. preposition  B. conjunction  C. verb   D. interjection 
28. I am sure I've met your girlfriend before 

A. noun  B. pronoun  C. interjection  D. adverb 
29. Well, I dont think I'll be home before six. 

A. conjunction  B. interjection  C. adjective  D. pronoun 
30. Winter in Champhai is colder than I remember. 

A. adjective  B. verb   C. preposition  D. adverb 
31. My father always has a shower and a shave before he goes to work  

A. verb  B. preposition  C. conjunction  D. interjection 
32. I really dont understand the lesson 

 A. adverb  B. adjective  C. interjection  D. verb 
Q. 33 – 42 Fill in the blanks with  words of the appropriate parts of speech: (10x1=10) 
33. She is ————— beautiful.  

A. ravishing  B. ravishingly  C. ravished  D. ravish 
34. I was ——————– surprised. 

A. Pleased  B. Pleasant  C. Pleasantly  D. Pleasing 
 



35. It was Muana who —————— the window. 
A. Break  B. Broke  C. Broken  D. Brake 

36. She was quite ———————- to receive the prize. 
A. Happily  B. Happy  C. Happiness  D. Happier 

37. It is only a ——————— arrangement. 
A. Temporary  B. Temporarily C. Temporal  D. Temporaries 

38. It was ——————– heavily. 
A. Rained  B. Raining  C. Rain  D. Poured 

39. They are eagerly ——————  your response. 
A. awaiting  B. await  C. awaited  D. Wait 

40. The rioters were ——————- into custody. 
A. Took  B. Taking  C. Taken  D. Take 

41. The ——————— intervention of the policeman saved his life. 
A. Timed  B. Timely  C. Time  D. Timing 

42. The meeting —————– for three hours. 
A. Last   B. Lasted  C. Lastly  D. Late 

Q. 43 - 50 Choose the word which best suits the sentence: (8x1=8) 
43. The kitten was _________ by its mother 

A. abandon  B. abandoned  C. abandoning  D. None of these 
44. She said that you have_______ forgiven 

A. be   B. been  C. being  D. will 
45. At the end of the day, I tried my _______ 

A. better  B. best   C. good  D. effort 
46. _______ you been sitting outside all this time? 

A. had   B. have  C. were  D. are 
47. I have been  __________  Christmas since the first week of November.  

A. celebrate  B. celebration  C. celebrating  D. commemorate 
48. Do you still _______ around here? 

A. live    B. lives  C. living  D. lived 
49. There were too ________ people on the bus 

A. much  B. many   C. more  D. very 
50. The perpetrator was _______ by the police. 

A. catch  B. caught  C. catching  D. nabbing 
Q. 51 – 56 Complete the sentence from the options given below:            6x1=6 
51. ___________many shortcomings, she was a nice woman. 

A. In spite of having  B. Despite of having  C. Although  D. For 
52. ________ a great poet, Tagore was a good painter. 

A. Besides being B. Besides having been C. Besides having D. Besides 
53. The rain ______________ we continued our journey. 

A. Stopping  B. Having stopped  C. Have stopped D. stopped 
54. Hminga is going to the US ___________ higher education. 

A. For pursuing B. To pursue   C. To pursuing D. None of these 
55.  ____________________ on tip-toe, he reached for the ripest fruit. 

A. Standing  B. Stood  C. Stand  D. Stands 
56. He is _________ to beg. 

A. So proud  B. Prideful  C. Too proud  D. pride 
Q. 57 – 64 Choose the correct synonyms from the options given below : 8x1=8 
57. Jovial  

A. Laughter  B. Cheerful  C. Smile  D. Smile 
58. Tranquil 

A. Busy  B. Quarrelsome C. Disturbance D. Peaceful 
59. Liberal 

A. Lenient  B. Skilful  C. Strict  D. Happy 
60. Bias 

A. Fair  B. Prejudice  C. Impartial  D. Angry 
61. Moisture 

A. Dryness  B. Dampness  C. Aridity  D. Delicate 
62. Chaos 

A. Mayhem  B. Order  C. Injunction  D. Adjure 
63. Casual 

A. Manual  B. Reason  C. Dress  D. Ordinary 
64. Ugly 

A. Repulsive  B. Evil   C. Fearful  D. Alluring 


